Abstract: Structure and design were proposed for a kind of novel multifunctional M Â N microring array side-coupled Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) electrooptic switch/ filter. The device can be operated as a notch or bandpass filter by applying voltages on the under-reference MZI arm, and it can also serve as an optical switch by applying voltage on microrings. The dependence relations of the device's performances on RSA size (M and N) are thoroughly analyzed and concluded. As a switch, for making driving voltages under both operation states below 5 V, N and M should be within the range of 2-8. For the seven switches (M ¼ 1, 8 ! N ! 2), their insertion losses are within 0.85-0.35 dB at bar state and within 0.14-1.70 dB at cross state; the crosstalk are within À20.79-À31.11 dB at bar state and within À13.86-À20.36 dB at cross state; and their 3-dB electrical bandwidths are 18.5-30.5 GHz, whereas their 3-dB optical bandwidths for ports 1 and 2 are 18.1-40.0 GHz and 19.0-55.0 GHz, respectively. In addition, the needed energy per bit under 10-GHz switching operations is within 0.092-0.697 pJ. Therefore, the proposed multifunctional device shows potential applications, including filtering, routing, and switching, in optical networks-on-chip.
Introduction
Polymer optical switches based on the linear electro-optic (EO) effect [1] , [2] , as well as optical filters [3] , [4] , have wide applications in optical communication systems, optical sensing systems, etc. In the past few years, different kinds of polymer EO switches have been numerically proposed by our group since 2008. Generally, there are three kinds described as below. The first kind is based on directional coupler (DC) structure [1] , [5] , [6] , such as standard DC andDue to small dimensions (few "m Â "m), ring resonator based devices can be densely integrated onto optoelectronic chips [10] - [13] . Therefore, the third kind of EO switch reported by our group is based on microring resonator (MRR) structure [14] , [15] , such as the MRR switch using two-group 2N þ 1 vertical-turning serial-coupled microrings and the grid-type routing switch matrix based on two-ring cross-coupling resonators.
As a difference from the above switching configurations, combining the advantages of interference effect of MZI and phase-tuning effect of MRR, a kind of novel EO switch using M Â N microring array side-coupled MZI (MRA-SC-MZI) structure is proposed, where N-group M-serialcoupled EO micorings are side-coupled with one arm of MZI. Through optimization, the devices with N 8 and M ! 2 can perform normal switching operations with acceptable crosstalk and insertion loss, and their operation voltages are all below 5 V. An impressive advantage of this structure is that the driving voltages of the proposed switching devices (8 ! N ! 2 and M ¼ 1) is reduced by 10 $ 250 times compared with the traditional MZI EO switch; and also large optical bandwidth (> 18 GHz) and low switching energy (G 1 pJ/bit) are also observed for the proposed devices.
Furthermore, by depositing a pair of microstrip electrodes under and upon the under reference MZI arm, the device can also be operated as a kind of optical filters by applying different voltages on these electrodes (creating different phase shift), such as notch filter or band-pass filter around the central wavelength of 1550 nm. In this case, the proposed device shows potential applications, including signal filtering, routing and switching, in optical networks on chip (ONoC). This multifunctional structure, to the best of our knowledge, has never been reported before.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, device structure and transfer function of the multifunctional polymer MRA-SC-MZI switch/filter are proposed, and formulations on output powers, insertion loss and crosstalk are obtained based on coupled mode theory (CMT), ring resonance theory and transfer matrix method. Then in Section 3, structural parameters are optimized, including waveguide core size, ring radius, coupling gaps, transitive bending waveguide radius, etc. Furthermore in Sections 4 and 5, by means of the presented formulas, filtering and switching characteristics are analyzed, involving notch and band-pass filtering functions, switching voltage, switching spectrum, electrical bandwidth, optical bandwidth, switching power, etc. Comparisons are made between the proposed MRA-SC-MZI switch and other reported MZI or MRR-assisted MZI devices. Finally, a conclusion is reached in Section 6.
Device Structure and Formulation

Structure of MRA-SC-MZI Optical Switch/Filter
The structural model of the polymer MRA-SC-MZI optical switch/filter is shown in Fig. 1(a) . This multifunctional device consists of input/output waveguides, two passive DCs served as mode splitter and mode combiner, eight arc-transitive bending waveguides, and two MZI arms. One arm couples with N groups of M-serial-coupled EO microrings (with identical radius r ), and another one is an active waveguide served as a phase shifter with an applied bias voltage of U bias . The coupling region lengths of the optical splitter and optical combiner are both L 1 , and the bending radius of the arc-transitive waveguide is R. An extending waveguide with length of L 2 is used to couple with the MRR waveguide. For the 3-dB DC, the gap between two coupling waveguides is d . For the M Â N MRA, there are N groups of M-serial-coupled microrings. The gap between two adjacent groups is L 3 , which should be taken large enough for decreasing the coupling effect between two adjacent groups. Within each group, the coupling gap between the upper MZI waveguide and MRR waveguide is h CR , and that between two adjacent microrings is h RR . The length of the phase-shifter can be expressed as
The cross-section view AA 0 between an MRR waveguide and the upper MZI waveguide is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The electrode is only deposited on microrings, for static operation, the applied direct-current voltage is U, and for dynamic operation, the applied time-dependent signal is u g ðtÞ. The MRR waveguide layers are as: upper confined layer/upper electrode/upper buffer layer/EO core layer/under buffer layer/under electrode/Si substrate. Let t 1 , t 2 and t 3 be the thicknesses of the core, buffer layer and electrode, respectively, and let w r be the width of the rectangular waveguide. For the passive waveguide, the under buffer layer thickness is t 2 þ t 3 . Because of bending, the core width of MRR waveguide is slightly different from that of the channel waveguide (defined as w c ,) for obtaining index-match between the two waveguide ðU ¼ 0 VÞ.
Under the wavelength of 1550 nm, relative material parameters are taken as: the refractive index of the EO polymer material (AJL8/APC) n 10 ¼ 1:59, its bulk amplitude attenuation coefficient 10 ¼ 0:25 dB/cm, and its EO coefficient 33 ¼ 68 pm/V [16] , [17] ; the refractive index of the upper/under buffer layer material [P(PFS-GMA)] n 20 ¼ 1:461, and its bulk amplitude attenuation coefficient 20 ¼ 0:25 dB/cm [18] ; the electrode is made of aurum, its refractive index n 30 ¼ 0:19, and its bulk extinction coefficient 30 ¼ 6:1 [19] . The refractive index of the left/ right/center cladding will greatly affect bending radius and loss, which will be discussed in Section 3.1.
M-Serial-Coupled Microring Resonator
According to EO modulation theory, the variation of refractive index Án 10 of the EO core material of MRR waveguide versus U is
where U can be equal to zero or not. The refractive index of the EO core material n 10 will be changed to n 10 þ Án 10 . Then the mode propagation constant in the active waveguide can be regarded as a function of U, denoted by R ðUÞ, and accordingly, the optical mode loss can be denoted by R ðUÞ.
For the ith M-serial-coupled microring resonator, under an even and odd M, the resonator structure and its light propagation direction are shown in Fig. 1(c) . For microring R ji , let a ji and b ji ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . MÞ be the light amplitudes of the lower coupling point, and a 0 1i and b 0 1i ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . M À 1Þ be those of the upper coupling point, which can be seen from Fig. 1(c) . Define ji and t ji ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . M À 1Þ as the amplitude coupling ratio and amplitude transmission ratio between R ji and R jþ1;i , respectively, and they satisfy the relation of 2 ji þ t 2 ji ¼ 1. The coupling relation between R j;i and R jþ1;i can be described as the following matrix form:
Since a
where
, and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M À 1.
. . . ; NÞ. We can obtain the following relation between a 1i , b 1i and a MÀ1;i , b MÀ1;i :
Then, we have
; 2ÞÞÞ, and
At the coupling point between the ring R 1i ð1 I NÞ and the upper MZI arm, let a 0i and b 0i be the input and output light amplitudes of the MZI waveguide, as marked in Fig. 1(a) . Define CRi and t CRi as the amplitude coupling ratio and amplitude transmission ratio between R 1i ð1 i NÞ and the upper MZI arm, respectively, which satisfy the relation 2 CRi þ t 2 CRi ¼ 1 and depend on h CR and !. The coupling relation between R 1i and the upper MZI arm can be described as
We can derive from (6)- (9) that
Transfer Function of Two MZI Arms
For the upper MZI arm, define A E1 and A E2 as the input and output light amplitudes, respectively. Then we get the following relations:
where c0 and c0 are mode propagation constant and amplitude loss coefficient of the passive straight MZI waveguide, respectively.
. . NÞ. Then, using (10) and (11a)-(11c), the relation between A E1 and A E2 can be expressed as
Note that, t RR and 0 RR are both the functions of U, so T upp will also be a function of U, written as
In the lower active MZI arm, define B E1 and B E2 as the input and output light amplitudes, respectively. The variation of its core refractive index Án 10 can be expressed by (2) , and the mode propagation constant and mode optical loss can be regarded as a function of U bias , denoted by C ðU bias Þ and C ðU bias Þ, respectively. Then, the transfer function of the phase-shifter is
Formulation on Output Powers
Define ' d1 and ' d2 as the angular coupling coefficients of the splitter and combiner, respectively, which can be expressed as
where L 0 ¼ %=ð2K Þ is coupling length, and K is the coupling coefficient of the DC. Then the amplitude transfer matrix of the splitter and that of the combiner can both be written as
The output powers are analyzed in terms of two situations. 1) Under the case of light inputting into the upper waveguide only: Let the light with an original amplitude of A 0 ¼ R 0 input into the upper waveguide only, e.g.,
Through the function of the optical splitter, we obtain the light amplitudes output from the splitter as, respectively
After propagation through the transitive waveguide, the two amplitudes input into the upper MZI arm and phase-shifter are, respectively
where É arc1 ¼ ð%R=2Þð arc1 À j arc1 Þ is the mode phase shift of the arc waveguide, and arc1 and arc1 are the mode propagation constant and mode amplitude loss coefficient of the passive arc bending waveguide, respectively.
Then through the upper MZI branch, the output light amplitude is
Besides, we obtain the amplitude B E2 input into the arc transitive waveguide as
Finally, the two output light amplitudes are expressed as
Combining (19)- (21), when N ! 1, the output light amplitudes are
Finally, the output powers are obtained as
2) Under the case of light inputting into the lower waveguide only:
In this case, P 10 ¼ jA 0 j 2 ¼ 0, and
The output light amplitudes from the device are obtained as follows:
Then, the output powers under this case are
Furthermore, under the two inputting cases, in order to enable A 3 j in2 ¼ B 3 j in1 and A 3 j in1 ¼ B 3 j in2 , e.g., obtain the same cross-state and bar-state operations, it is required that cos
Design Scheme and Optimization
Left/Right Cladding Index Selection
Firstly, we assume that the left/right/center cladding material has no absorption. With the analysis method on mode characteristics of the bending waveguide presented in [20] , the effect of left/right cladding index ðn 40 Þ on the amplitude bending loss coefficient ð R Þ of the mode in MRR waveguide is shown in Fig. 2(a) , where t 2 ! 1, w r ¼ t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m, and r ¼ 10; 20; 50; and 100 "m. One can find that under certain r , R increases exponentially as the increase of n 40 , and though a large R will be helpful for decreasing bending loss, the device integration decreases. Therefore, n 40 should be as small as possible so as to decrease ring radius. Fig. 2(b) shows the curve of the allowed maximum value of n 40 versus bending radius r for obtaining lower than 10 À3 dB/cm amplitude bending loss. One can find that in order to decrease R below 10 À3 dB/cm and obtain G 20 "m ring radius, n 40 should be G 1.16. Therefore, air, with an index of only 1.0 as well as no absorption loss, is adopted as the left/right/center cladding layer, e.g., n 40 ¼ 1:0 and 40 ¼ 0.
Waveguide Core Size Optimization
1) First, by using our presented analysis theory on metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) waveguide in [5] , the upper/under buffer layer thickness is taken as t 2 ¼ 2:5 "m, and the electrode thickness is taken as b 3 ¼ 0:2 "m. Under the above parameters, the mode loss caused by electrode absorption will be the smallest, and the electrode and buffer layer can be regarded to be half-infinitely thick.
2) Without considering the bending effect [21] , curves of the effective indices of E y 00 , E y 01 , and E y 10 modes versus w r are shown in Fig. 2(c) , where w r ¼ t 1 . For assuring single-mode propagation in microring rectangular waveguide, w r ¼ t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m. Considering bending effect [22] , under the same waveguide size, the mode effective refractive index of a straight waveguide is smaller than that of a bending waveguide. When r ¼ 19:49 "m, we have n R ¼ 1:5189, under the case of applying no voltage.
3) When U ¼ 0 V, phase match is needed between the upper passive MZI waveguide and MRR waveguide. Fig. 2(d) also exhibits the curve of n R of E y 00 mode versus w r considering bending effect. Besides that curve, for the passive MZI waveguide, curve of n C0 of E y 00 mode versus core width w c is shown in Fig. 2(d) , where t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m. When we select w c ¼ 1:85 "m and w r ¼ 1:7 "m, the channel and microring possess identical mode effective refractive index ½n C0 ¼ n R ðU ¼ 0 VÞ ¼ 1:5189. Since the bending radius is sufficiently large, the mode loss in MRR waveguide is almost equal to that of the passive channel waveguide, which are C0 ¼ R ðU ¼ 0 VÞ ¼ 0:256 dB/cm. We also ignore the influence of applied voltage to mode optical loss, then for the active MRR waveguide, R ðUÞ % R0 ðU ¼ 0 VÞ ¼ 0:256 dB/cm, and for the active lower MZI waveguide C ðU bias Þ % C0 ¼ 0:256 dB/cm.
Coupling Gaps Optimization
By means of coupled mode theory, Fig. 3(a) shows the amplitude coupling ratio RR and CR versus the coupling gaps h RR and h CR at 1550 nm wavelength and U ¼ 0 V, where t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m, w C ¼ 1:85 "m, and w R ¼ 1:7 "m. As the two central coupling gaps increase, the two amplitude coupling ratios decrease. For getting a considerable large coupling effect, we choose h CR ¼ 0:14 "m and h RR ¼ 0:68 "m, and the corresponding CR and RR is about 1:25 Â 10 À1 and 6:85 Â 10 À3 . 
The coupling region length of the splitter (or combiner) is dependent on the coupling gap between two rectangular waveguides. Fig. 3(b) 
Bending Radius Optimization for MRR
For the MRR bending waveguide, the bending radius should satisfy the following resonance equation:
where m is resonance order, and n R is mode effective index that is also dependent on bending radius. Fig. 3(c) shows the curves of fundamental mode effective index n R and bending radius r versus resonance order m, where w r ¼ t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m. As m increases, n R decreases and r increases. Properly, we select m ¼ 120, and the bending radius is determined to be r ¼ 19:49 "m. On another aspect, the bending will cause extra bending loss. The inset of Fig. 3(c) exhibits the effect of bending radius r on bending power loss coefficient 2 b . It can be observed that 2 b decreases exponentially as the increase of r . When r exceeds 19 "m, 2 b is dropped below 10 À8 dB/cm, which can be neglected compared with propagation loss 2 R .
Bending Radius Optimization for Arc-Transitive Waveguides
For the arc-transitive waveguide, the bending radius need not satisfy the resonance condition. However, the bending radius should be designed with low bending loss and small index mismatch between straight waveguide and bending waveguide. Fig. 3(d) shows the curves of fundamental mode effective index n C and bending power loss coefficient b versus bending radius R, where w c ¼ 1:85 "m, and t 1 ¼ 1:7 "m. For decreasing the difference between the index of bending waveguide and that of straight waveguide, the bending radius of arc-transitive waveguide is taken as R > 40 "m, and in this case, the mode bending power loss is less than 10 À24 dB/cm, and the mode effective index is about 1.5208.
Filtering Characteristics
Through the optimizations performed in Sections 3.1-3.5, the final optimized parameters of the device are w r ¼ 1: 
Output Powers Versus Phase-Shift
Define Á ðU bias Þ ¼ C L pha as the phase generated by the lower MZI arm. When no voltage is applied on microrings, e.g. U ¼ 0 V, the relations between the output powers (P out1 and P out2 ) and ÁÉ=% are investigated under 1550 nm wavelength, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(f) . We can draw the following conclusions. i) Under an odd N, the variation trends of P out1 and P out2 under an odd M and those under an even M are opposite, as proven by the comparison between Fig. 4(a) and (b) for N ¼ 1 and the comparison between Fig. 4(d) and (e) for N ¼ 3. ii) Under an even N, P out1 and P out2 under an odd M and those under an even M show the same trends, as proven by the results in Fig. 4(c) for N ¼ 2 and the results in Fig. 4(f) for N ¼ 4. As the increase of N or M, because of the increase of propagation loss and coupling loss of the increased rings, the power contrast value (defined as jmaxðP out1 Þ À minðP out2 Þj) between the two ports becomes smaller, as shown in Fig. 4(g) . It can also be found that N and M cannot be taken too large, otherwise, the power contrast ratio decreases rapidly. Under the following three requirements for obtaining the maximum P out1 , the minimum P out1 , and an identical P out1 and P out2 , the needed phases for each device under different N are shown in Fig. 4(h) . For each device, when we set ÁÉ=% to be the required value for obtaining the maximum P out1 , the device can be treated as bandpass filter around 1550 nm; when we set ÁÉ=% to be the required value for obtaining the minimum P out1 , the device can be treated as a notch filter around 1550 nm.
Bandpass and Notch Filtering Functions (@1550 nm)
When U ¼ 0 V, the filtering characteristics of each device with different N and M are investigated, as shown in Fig. 5 . Note that for each device, the required bias voltages are different for realizing bandpass and notch filtering functions, which can be found in Fig. 4(h) . Actually, one can find from Fig. 5 that only the device with N ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1 exhibits standard bandpass and notch filtering characteristics. As M þ N ! 2, the filtering functions are not as favorable as those of N ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1, because that the increased rings causes oscillation in the spectrum around 1550 nm, which worsens the filtering performances. However, for each device with different N, bandpass and notch filtering characteristics can be achieved under a slightly larger M, e.g., M ¼ 5, as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(h) . The required ÁÉ=% for obtaining the maximum P out1 , the minimum P out1 , and the same P out1 and P out2 . Fig. 6(b) -(d), 1 $ 8 state-exchanges are observed for the 6 switches, respectively, and the two states belong to the ðN À 1Þ-th state-exchange are chosen as the operation states for each device. The above phenomenon can be attributed to the voltage-induced phase-shift variation on the MRA. As the voltage is small, the resonance wavelength of the rings is not shifted far away enough from 1550 nm, light will continue transferring into the rings, but their amount becomes smaller as the voltage gets larger; the phase-shift accumulation in the microrings is different under different voltages, which causes exchange between the two output powers. However, as the voltage is large enough, the resonance wavelength of the rings is far away enough from 1550 nm, no light will couple into the rings, and the output powers will become steady state (e.g., P out2 becomes the maximum). Besides, under the driving voltage of 0 V, the difference between the phase-shift resulting from odd-number of rings and that from even-number of rings leads to different operation state for the switch with different number of microrings, which can also be found in Figs. 4 and 6-8 .
Switching Characteristics
The relations between the device's crosstalk (CT bar and CT cross ) and the difference value P out2 À P out1 can be described as
Fig. 6(e) shows the curves of P out2 À P out1 versus U for different switches. When P out2 À P out1 > 0, the switch is under cross state, and the value represents ÀCT cross ; when P out2 À P out1 G 0, the switch is under bar state, and the value represents CT bar . For obtaining the minimum crosstalk at both operation states, the driving voltages for the switches with N ¼ 2 $ 8 
Static Switching Performances Versus M ðN ¼ 1Þ
Similarly, under N ¼ 1, the relations between the output powers from the devices with different M versus U are investigated, as shown in Fig. 7(a)-(d) . Fig. 7 (e) shows the curves of P out2 À P out1 versus U. One can observe from Fig. 7 (e) that, though the devices with even M (cross state) and those with odd M (bar state) are under different operation states at U ¼ 0 V (the reason can be attributed to difference between the phase-shift resulting from odd-number of rings and that from even-number of rings when U is not sufficiently large), the curves will finally turn out to be the same operation state (e.g., cross-state) as U gets sufficiently large, as also proven by Fig. 7(a)-(d) . As the increase of M from 2 to 10, the switching voltages for the 9 devices are 0.84, 0.82, 0.52, 0.5, 0.37, 0.36, 0.29, 0.28, and 0.24 V, respectively; whereas the crosstalk under bar state are within À20:79 $ À6:53 dB and those under cross state are within À20:36 $ À5:29 dB.
Static Switching Performances Versus M and N ðM ¼ NÞ
As M ¼ N, the dependences of P out1 and P out2 on M (or N) are shown in Fig. 8 . When M and N increases from 1 to 10, according to the selection rule on operation states, the devices can be divided into three kinds. i) When M ¼ N ¼ 1, the operation states which can be only chosen are shown in Fig. 8(a) , and the driving voltages are 0 and 10 V, respectively. ii) When M ¼ N ¼ 2, the operation states are chosen and shown in Fig. 8(b) , and the driving voltages are 0 and 1.44 V, respectively. iii) When M ¼ N ! 3, the rule on choosing operation states are the same, as shown in Fig. 8(c)-(j) . As N and M both increase, the driving voltages get larger but the crosstalk drops. Furthermore, through the comparisons among Figs. 6-8, we can conclude that i) the increase of N will result in the increase of driving voltage and result in the decrease of crosstalk; ii) the increase of M will result in the decrease of driving voltage and result in the increase of crosstalk; iii) the driving voltages are primarily dependent on N, and the variation of M causes slight effect on them.
Switching Spectrum Versus M and N
For the 9 devices with N ¼ 1; 3; 5 and M ¼ 1; 3; 5, Fig. 9 shows the spectral response of each switch under both operation states. The results in Fig. 9(a)-(i) indicate that, the 9 switches perform good switching functions at 1550 nm wavelength under the corresponding two applied voltages. Except for the situation of M ¼ N ¼ 1, under the selection of operation states for each switch, we can notice the difference between the effects of M and N on the spectrum property, crosstalk and driving voltage. Furthermore, we can also conclude that the MRA-SC-MZI EO switch will experience 2 Â N Â M exchanges between the two output powers. For example, 
when N ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1, the curve of P out2 À P out1 first decreases and then increases, and two exchanges are found between P out2 and P out1; when N ¼ 3 and M ¼ 1, the curve of P out2 À P out1 decreases for three time and increases for three times, and six exchanges are found between P out2 and P out1: This may be a characteristic for the spectrum of such kind of device, because of the wavelength variation on the phase-shift accumulation in the rings.
Dynamic Switching Response and Bandwidth
Since the MRA-SC-MZI switch is driven in lumped manner, under the operation of a squarewave switching signal (e.g., U ¼ u g ðt Þ), the electrical response can be calculated by
where U g ð!Þ ¼ F ½u g ðt Þ is the Fourier transformation of the applied square-wave signal, R g ¼ 50 is the output resistance of the driving source, Hð!Þ ¼ ð1 þ j!R g C e Þ À1 is the transfer function of the equivalent driving circuit, and C e is an equivalent capacitance including electrode capacitance and distributed capacitance. The time-dependent optical responses in non-dB form can be expressed as
Under certain switching frequency, define the amplitude of electrical response and optical response as
Amp u e ðf Þ ½ ¼max u e ðf ; t Þ ½ Àmin u e ðf ; tÞ ½
and the normalized response are defined as 
, the normalized optical response amplitudes and electrical response amplitude versus switching frequency of the four devices ðM ¼ 1; N ¼ 1; 3; 5; 7Þ are shown in Fig. 10(a)-10(c) , where the capacitance of each microring electrode is calculated to be 6:11 Â 10 À4 pF, and the distributed capacitance is assumed to be 10 times the capacitance of each microring electrode. It can be found from Fig. 10(a)-(f) that, i) the increase of N and M will both lead to the decrease in electrical bandwidth because of the increase of distributed capacitance; and ii) the increase of N will decrease the optical bandwidth, while the increase of M will slightly increase the optical bandwidth (at least in trend).
Switching Energy and Power Consumption Versus N and M
Under static operation, once the electric field is established, the device almost consumes no power, which is an advantage as compared with the reported carrier-injection-based silicon 
electro-optical switch. The dynamic switching power of the device can be evaluated by the power consumption of the output resistance of the driving source, which is expressed as
where T ¼ 1=f is the period of the switching signal. The switching energy per bit can be calculated by
With (35), the influences of M and N on the switching power are shown in Fig. 10 (g) and (h). One can observe that, except for the situation of M ¼ 1 and N ¼ 1, the increase of N will increase the power consumption (e.g., from 0.9 mW under N ¼ 3 to 4.5 mW under N ¼ 7, @10 GHz), because the driving voltages increase as N increases; while the increase of M will drop the power consumption (e.g., from 63.2 mW under M ¼ 1 to 0.08 mW under M ¼ 9, @10 GHz).
Conclusion on Switching Characteristics' Dependences on N and M
Under the following three cases of
," the dependences of switching performances on M and N are concluded and shown in Fig. 11(a)-(l) , including insertion loss, crosstalk, electrical bandwidth, optical bandwidth, switching energy, etc. Generally speaking, the insertion loss and crosstalk at both operation states almost show the same trend as N or M or N and M changes, and a larger N and a smaller M are preferred for dropping insertion loss and crosstalk. However, in order to increase the optical bandwidth and minimum the switching energy, N should be selected as small as possible, and M should be selected as large as possible. Fig. 11(m)-(o) show the dependences of operation voltages (U ¼ and U Â ) on N or M. One can see that, except for N ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1, U ¼ and U Â are highly dependent on N, while the influence of M is slight, which can also be found by the comparison between Fig. 11(m) and (o) . Therefore, N and M should be both selected within the 
Fabrication Tolerance Analysis
Besides careful design, fabrication tolerance should also be considered, and the parameters which greatly affect the device's characteristics should be paid more attention to. As an example, we analyze the effects of the fabrication errors of h CR , h RR , and r on the insertion loss and crosstalk of the 2 Â 2 MRA-SC-MZI ðM ¼ 2; N ¼ 2Þ EO switch under two operation states. It can be found that the allowed maximum relative fabrication errors of h CR and h RR for obtaining acceptable crosstalk (G À10 dB) and insertion loss (G 5 dB) are as high as 10% (AE14 nm) and 5% (AE34 nm), respectively. However, the fabrication tolerance of the ring radius is not as large as those of h CR and h RR , and especially the situation becomes even worse at bar-state. However, as a traditional approach, the fabrication imperfection on r can be overcome by tuning the driving voltages.
Comparison and Discussion
As shown in Table 1 , a comparison is made among four kinds of EO switches with different mechanisms, including wavelength-tuning (MRR switch [23] , [24] ), coupling-control (MRR switch [10] ), mode interference (MZI switch [7] , [25] ) and wavelength tuning and interference (MRR-MZI switch, this paper). Note that, in Table 1 , since the devices in Refs. [7] , [23] were reported by our group, they are not listed in the table. Some conclusions can be drawn here. (1) The add/drop MRR EO switches are generally based on wavelength tuning mechanism [23] , [24] and coupling-control mechanism between ring waveguide and busline waveguide using EO actuators [10] . Usually, a high voltage is required to tune the wavelength as far as possible from the original resonance wavelength (or decrease the coupling effect between ring and busline) and make the crosstalk as low as possible, which can be verified by the results in [23] . (2) Though the EO coefficient of this device is only half of that in [7] , the EO region length of the N Â M MRA-SC-MZI switch ð100:7 $ 464:7 "mÞ is at least six times smaller than that of the tradition MZI switch (3000 "m), under the same level of driving voltage (1-5 V) . This indicates that TABLE 1 Comparison among four kinds of EO switches with different mechanisms combining the advantages of wavelength-tuning and interference, the proposed switch exhibits some superior characteristics including low driving voltage and short EO region length.
Conclusion
A kind of novel M Â N MRA-SC-MZI EO switch was proposed, where N-group M-serial-coupled EO micorings are side-coupled with one arm of MZI, and the device can also be operated as notch filter or band-pass filter by applying different voltages on the reference straight MZI arm. Using the derived formulas and expressions, design, optimization and simulation were performed. As an optical filter, the needed phases obtained by applying voltage on the reference MZI arm for realizing notch and bandpass functions are only dependent on N, and besides M ¼ 1, a slightly larger M (e.g., M ¼ 5) is required for realizing acceptable filtering performance. As an optical switch, the insertion loss and crosstalk at both operation states almost show the same trend as N or M or N and M changes, and a larger N as well as a smaller M is preferred for dropping insertion loss and crosstalk. However, in order to increase the optical bandwidth and minimum the switching energy, N should be selected as small as possible, and M should be selected as large as possible. Comparison between this device and other MRR or MZI EO switches indicates that, combining the advantages of interference effect of MZI and phase-tuning effect of MRR, the proposed M Â N MRA-SC-MZI switching device possesses low driving voltage and short EO region length simultaneously. Therefore, the proposed multifunctional device shows potential applications, including filtering, routing, and switching in ONoC.
